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n each issue, Editor-in-Chief
Anthony Dias Blue selects a wide
range of the best wines and spirits
from among the more than 500 he
samples over the course of a month.
The reviews are subjective editorial
evaluations, made without regard to
advertising, and products are scored
on a 100-point scale:

85-89: VERY GOOD
90-94: OUTSTANDING
95-100: CLASSIC
Once products are selected for
publication, producers and importers
will be offered the option of having
their review accompanied by an
image (bottle photo or label art) for
a nominal fee. There is no obligation
to add an image, nor does the
decision affect the review or score in
any way.
The “twisty” icon indicates wines
sealed with a screwcap closure.
For additional Blue Reviews, go to
www.tastingpanelmag.com.

DOMESTIC

90

Mara Wines
2010
Sauvignon Blanc,
White Grass,
Sonoma County
($16) Melon and
pear nose; juicy grapefruit, citrus and peach
with silky texture and a long finish.

90

Robert
Talbott
Vineyards 2010
Chardonnay, Kali
Hart, Monterey
($19) Bright and
tangy with lively acidity, fresh fruit and
vibrant flavors; balanced and fresh with a
long finish.

90

Arizona
Stronghold
2010 Mandala,
American White
Table Wine
($20) A surprise
from Arizona. Bright
and juicy with
racy acidity and fresh, clean citrus fruit;
minerally, lively and focused with a long,
tangy finish. 87% Viognier, 8% Grenache
Blanc, 5% Orange Muscat.

95

Frank Family Vineyards
2008 Winston Hill,
Rutherford ($150) Wow! A
powerhouse with gobs of plum, black
cherry and cassis plus chocolate, licorice
and spice; huge but balanced, focused and
articulate; generous and balanced with
memorable flavors and great style. 89%
Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc,
4% Merlot, 2% Petit Verdot.
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91

Matanzas Creek 2010
Sauvignon Blanc, Sonoma
County ($20) Lovely orange peel and
blossom nose; silky and crisp with purity
and great acid structure; juicy peach and
lush texture; long and bright.
JACKSON FAMILY WINES

91

Hunnicutt 2010 Chardonnay,
Rancho Sarco Vineyard,
Napa Valley ($45) Lush texture with
racy acidity and bright citrus fruit; rich,
dense and generous with vanilla oak and
bright, tangy flavors.

90

Fidélitas 2009 Cabernet
Sauvignon, Columbia Valley
($25) Smooth and toasty with lush plum
and good concentration; long and ripe
with depth, balance and style; supple and
rich.

91

Expression 2010 Pinot Noir,
38, Gap’s Crown Vineyard,
Sonoma Coast ($48) Violets in the
nose lead to ripe, elegant cherry with
underlying tangy acidity; complex with
notes of minerals, wild flowers and
berries; juicy and long, stylish and elegant.

95

Stag’s Leap
Wine Cellars
2008 Cabernet
Sauvignon, Cask
23, Napa Valley
($195) This
stunning wine heralds
the re-emergence
of SLWC at the top of the Napa Valley
hierarchy; elegant, powerful and dense
with rich texture and spice, it displays
plum, cherry and blackberry fruit; long
and lingering.
STE. MICHELLE WINE ESTATES

IMPORTS

88

Altos de San Isidro
2011 Torrontès,
Salta, Argentina ($16)
Bright and juicy with racy acidity
and clean, tangy fruit; aromatic
and long.
VINEYARD BRANDS

88

Masseria Li Veli 2010
Askos, Valle d’Itria, Italy
($18) A bright, clean and minerally 90%
Verdeca/10% Fiano Minutolo blend from
Puglia with edgy acidity and smooth
texture; dense, long and ripe.

90

Prats & Symington 2009 Post
Scriptum, Douro, Portugal
($24) A dark, smooth Douro table wine
with lovely plum and blackberry fruit; lush,
tangy and nicely structured with a long,
rich finish.

Q: How do I make
the perfect cocktail?
A: Use funkin

PREMIUM PORT WINES

91

Bodegas Muriel 2001 Gran
Reserva, Rioja, Spain ($30)
Rich, dense and complex with tangy
acidity and mature but very fresh flavors;
elegant and stylish; charming and quite
long. 100% Tempranillo.
QUINTESSENTIAL

DALLA TERRA

88

90

Taltarni 2009 Taché,
Pyrenees, Australia ($20) Pale
pink bubbly with crisp texture
and complex, racy raspberry
fruit and fresh, juicy acidity;
classic, balanced and long.

CAPE CLASSICS

88

Two Oceans 2011
Pinot Grigio,
Western Cape, South
Africa ($9) Crisp and tangy
with bright acidity and juicy fruit;
fresh and racy, balanced.

CLOS DU VAL

91

W. J. DEUTSCH & SONS

90

90

Croft 10 Year Old Aged
Tawny Port, Porto, Portugal
($31) Silky, lush and toasty with spice,
sweet berries and ripe flavors; long,
elegant and balanced.
KOBRAND CORP.

88

Cavit NV Lunetta
Prosecco, Italy
($11) Smooth and crisp with
clean, fresh flavors of white
blossoms and apple; juicy, dry
and tangy with balance and a
long finish; a great value.
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Fratelli Revello 2007 Barolo
Vigna Conca, Italy ($60)
Smooth, lush, ripe and juicy with silky
texture; supple, stylish and long.

Simonsig 2011 Chenin Blanc,
Stellenbosch ($12) Clean,
bright and tangy with vibrant acidity and
lively fruit; juicy, fresh and
charming.

LL
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MARC DE GRAZIA SELECTIONS
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Antonio Caggiano 2008
Taurasi Vigna Macchia dei
Goti, Italy ($38) Dark dense and ripe;
racy and crisp with keen, juicy blackberry
flavors. 100% Aglianico di Taurasi.

AVENÍU BRANDS

2

Sauvion 2010
Sancerre, France
($25) Bright, crisp and racy
with gorgeous citrus, peach
and purity; silky and clean, long
and balanced.

Jam Jar 2011 Moscato,
Western Cape, South Africa
($9) Clean, lush and juicy with
peach, apricot and spice; tangy,
aromatic and easy-going; long
and fresh.

01

EPICUREAN WINES

VALUE AND BY-THE-GLASS
RECOMMENDATIONS

PRE
-

90

Kaesler Wines 2008 Old Vine
Semillon, Barossa Valley,
Australia ($20) Ripe and juicy with
citrus, apple and spice; tangy, smooth and
rich with bright acid structure.

ENGE 2

GOLD

PALM BAY INTERNATIONAL

89

Dow 2009 Vale de Bonﬁm,
Douro, Portugal ($12) A
ripe and fleshy Douro table wine with
generous, rich black raspberry and spice;
inviting and smooth with concentration,
balance and good length.
PREMIUM PORT WINES

You I Spirit I funkin I The Perfect Cocktail
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Francis Ford Coppola
2010 Votre Santé
Chardonnay, California ($14)
Smooth and bright with notes of
toasty oak and fresh vanilla; tangy
acidity and juicy notes; long and
balanced.

88

Calina 2010 Cabernet
Sauvignon, Valle
Central, Chile ($10) Smooth and ripe
with lush plum, cassis and spice; fresh and
juicy, long and balanced; rich and quite
charming.
JACKSON FAMILY WINES

88

Naked Earth 2009
Red, Vin de Pays d’Oc,
France ($12) Fresh, tangy and
juicy with plum, raspberry and
racy acidity; medium-bodied and
lively with balance and charm;
50% Merlot, 25% Cabernet
Sauvignon, 20% Grenache, 5%
Carignan.

Classic Malts

Distillers Editions
2011

DIAGEO’S CLASSIC MALTS ARE A SET OF TEN single malts designed
to showcase the several regions of Scotch whisky production. Each year,
the program releases a limited-edition collection of special expressions—the
Distillers Editions. They include some of the most exquisite and rare
editions of single malt Scotch whiskies hailing from the most celebrated
distilleries in Scotland.
The 2011 Classic Malts Distillers Editions were chosen by the Master
Distillers to undergo a second maturation process. Each is double-matured
in a unique type of cask wood specifically chosen to complement its characteristics. Each Distillers Edition bottle is marked with the date of distillation,
bottling and batch number to reflect its unique maturation process and
celebrate its rarity.
Here are my notes on these superb single malts.

92

Caol Ila Distillers Edition 12 Year Old Islay
Single Malt Scotch ($81) Smoky, grassy, burning
leaves in fall; creamy with vanilla and sweet oak; elegant and
smooth with delicate, feminine flavors;
briny, toasted and fleshy with lush texture
and lovely style.

CANNON WINES LIMITED

88

Gnarly Head
2010 Old
Vine Zinfandel, Lodi
($12) Ripe and sweet
with wild spice and rich
fruit; intense and a bit
coarse—but a style that
people like.

91

Cragganmore Distillers Edition
12 Year Old Speyside Single
Malt Scotch ($67) Smooth and smoky
with nice grain elements; balanced and creamy with lovely
toast and floral notes; elegant, refined and long.
DFV WINES

89

Massimo Prestige
Vineyards 2010
Malbec, Mendoza, Argentina
($13) Fragrant and lush with
ripe blackberry, blueberry,
tobacco and spice; rich and neatly
structured with depth, power and
lovely style.
DFV WINES

88

Neil Ellis Wines 2009
Shiraz, Elgin, South
Africa ($16) Smooth and lush
with dense fruit and bright flavors
of spice and meaty notes.
VINEYARD BRANDS
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92

Dalwhinnie Distillers Edition 15 Year
Old Highland Single Malt Scotch
($81) Smooth sherry, malt, honey nose; silky and malty with
vanilla, sweet oak and toast; elegant, creamy, feminine and
aromatic with mellow, lush flavors and a long, dry finish.

93

Lagavulin Distillers Edition 16 Year Old Islay
Single Malt Scotch ($77) Fleshy, funky, smoky
nose; toasted, smoky and briny with peat fire and sea breeze;
complex and long with lovely vanilla sweetness and depth; fleshy, dense
and bursting with flavor.

94

Talisker Distillers Edition 10 Year Old Isle of
Skye Single Malt Scotch ($83) Smoky, spiced,
fruity and toasty nose; toasted and smoked with notes of grass, banana,
butterscotch and vanilla; peppery, complex and rich; lush and balanced.

93

Oban Distillers Edition 14 Year Old West Highland Single
Malt Scotch ($77) Smooth dry grain nose with hints of salt and
smoke; lovely creamy vanilla, dried fruits and caramel; toasty oak with lush
flavors and warm flavors; a classic among the Classic Malts.

SPIRITS

91

Peligroso Silver
Tequila, Mexico
($43) Sweet, mild agave
nose; creamy, lush and
smooth with nice agave
and vanilla; mellow and lush
with a long, spiced finish.
PELIGROSO SPIRITS

93

Mañana Añejo
Tequila, Mexico
($55) Pale amber color;
lush, creamy agave nose;
earthy agave, sweet
vanilla oak and smooth
texture; mellow, rich
and balanced with a
long, rich finish.

95

Knappogue Castle
Aged 17 Years
Twin Wood - Sherry
Finish, Ireland ($100)
Fragrant, smooth dried grass
and toasted oak on the nose;
smooth and complex with
straw, dried orange peel and
notes of sweet sherry and
hazelnuts; warm and sensuous;
stunning and memorable.

91

Bastille 1789
Whiskey, France
($30) Clove, vanilla
and roses on the nose;
smooth, caramel, sweet
oak and pekoe tea; elegant,
feminine and creamy with
a lovely floral nuance; long
and graceful. Finished in
Limousin oak casks.

94

CENTRAL TEXAS SPRITS

92

Colonel E. H.
Taylor Warehouse C
Tornado Surviving Straight
Kentucky Bourbon
Whiskey, USA ($70) Deep
amber color; fragrant, smooth
and floral nose; creamy, toasty
and generous with notes of
vanilla, cinnamon and allspice;
lush, mellow and long.
SAZERAC COMPANY

93

Jailers Tennessee
Whiskey, USA
($26) Light amber color;
fragrant, rich and showing
toasted oak; creamy, lush and
rich with caramel, spice and
toast; spicy, smooth and dense
with some nice heat on the
finish; lush and mellow.
CAPITAL BRANDS/TENNESSEE
SPIRITS COMPANY

Add 2 parts Zonin
Prosecco to 1 part
funkin Strawberry
Daiquiri mix
Stir gently, garnish
and serve

CASTLE BRANDS INC.

TOSCANO AND SONS IMPORTS

Wahaka Madre
Cuishe Organic
Mezcal Joven, Mexico
($80) Made from wild Madre
Cuishe agave. Smooth, rich,
lush agave nose; clear; silky,
lush and creamy with ripe,
floral notes; peppery and
toasted with notes of bacon
and vanilla; elegant and lovely.

funkin Rossini:

PALM BAY INTERNATIONAL

91

High West
Valley Tan
Utah Oat Whiskey,
USA ($50) Pale
amber color; smooth
and silky with vanilla
oak, mellow oats and
creamy flavors; lush
and delicate with some
grassy notes; long and subtle with good
balance.

93

Germain-Robin Small Blend
No. 1 Brandy, USA ($235)
Smooth grape and caramel nose; silky
and elegant with cherry, toast and floral
notes; fine and subtle with complexity
and great depth;lovely.
CRAFT DISTILLERS

90

Bushmills Irish
Honey, Ireland
($25) Mellow heather and
honey nose; very smooth,
sweet but not cloying at all;
rich and toasted with nice
malty, bready notes and soft,
lush flavors of vanilla and
toast; lovely balance.
DIAGEO NORTH AMERICA
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